
ST.BARTHOMEW’S SURGERY  

MINUTES OF MEETING 13/06/2017 

Attendees Dr Powell 
+ Attached list 

Meeting Type PPG 

Minutes Liza Salimkumar - PM Absent  

 

Brief discussion /Agenda 

➢ Choosing new Chair Person & Vice Chairperson 

➢ Appointment demands 

➢ Booking Appointment 

➢ Infection Control 

 

Summary of the discussion 

➢ Dr Powell welcomed all patients to the meeting. 
➢  

➢ PM informed since the previous chairperson has left the practice, 
we need to elect new Chairperson and also a Vice Chair person. 

➢ Mr Anthony Oteh was selected as Chair person and 
 Mr John Morgan as the Vice Chair person. 

➢ Question was asked about the walk in clinic at Vicarage lane, 
Vicarage lane clinic Walk in centre has now been closed and there 
is still a wrap around service where patients can attend 7 days a 
week – run at different surgeries from 6:30pm to 8pm. Poster in 
surgery. 

➢ At the surgery each GP’s working on the day sees 10 extra 
patients in the morning on top of their booked clinic, which is either 
30 or 40 extra’s seen depending on the number of GP’s working. 

➢ Questions were raised if this system was working to which PM 
replied most of the days, occasionally we have days when we got 
to direct patients to the wrap around service or UCC. 

➢ Dr Powell commented anticipating demand is very tricky, and since 
we have realised that Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays are the 
busiest days, we have 4 doctors working in the morning these 
days. 

➢ Also we still got the problem with the availability of rooms. Though 
there have been discussions for expansion between the surgery, 
church and CCG, it didn’t go further due to the availability of 
funding. 

➢ Next question raised was about the surgery lit size, and why are 
we still taking patients – PM answered the surgery currently got 



10,400 patients and that we are not allowed to close the list, and 
that all surgeries are supposed to have an open list at all times. 

➢ To the question does patients always let the surgery know if they 
move out of area- some patients do, some registers with new GP, 
and some don’t – we sent letters to patients asking to contact the 
surgery and if they don’t respond within four weeks we ask the 
health authority to remove them 

➢ Appointment Booking – Chair person questioned the appointment 
system – asking once the 10 walking appointments are gone, can 
we not offer appointment for the next day 

➢ PM explained the appointment system, there are appointment 
which patients can book up to 4 weeks in advance, appointments 
which are opened on the day for telephone booking, online 
booking and patients who walk in to the surgery. Online 
appointments are open at 7:50am in the morning, telephone lines 
go on form 8am and patients can walk in form 8am.  For each 
patient their problem is an emergency and hence if they require an 
appointment they should try to be first on the queue or try online – 
which they can have as an app on their smart phone. 

➢ Question was asked if the chairs in the waiting room were cleaned 
everyday (infection control). PM informed we got a cleaner who 
comes every evening after the surgery finishes and does complete 
cleaning. Sanitizers to be provided in reception area as different 
patients touching the touch screen.  

➢ Very difficult for patients to hear through the glass – PM informed 
there is a hearing loop, which patients can use now, also will be 
looking to install mics. 

➢ Patient in a wheelchair waiting for a cab, occupying the second 
row, not allowing anyone to pass through to sit in the rest of the 
seats.   

➢ Since we only have a very small waiting room, it has always been 
a problem with patients with buggy and wheelchairs. 

➢ One of the patient raised concerns about the amount of signs in 
the surgery – too many information’s. Notices only needed in the 
notice board, and the rest can go. 

➢ PM informed the new jayex board can have all the information’s  

➢ One member commented on the survey result and was asking why 
the percentage is low on some of the questions compared to the 
CCG & England rate? 

➢ PM replied that the surgery has over 10,000 patients, survey was 
sent to just over 300 patients and responds was from just over 100 
patients which is less than 1% of the surgery patients. Don’t even 
know how many of these patients have been to the surgery in the 



recent past and hence the result of the survey may not reflect on 
the truly on what the people think. Asked the patient what is his 
personal opinion and patient said he is very happy. 

➢ One of the member Elena commended that the patients from 
certain country where they see a specialist even when they have a 
ear ache or stomach ache, they come to this country and is very 
frustrated that they are not being referred to a specialist straight 
away 

➢ Dr Powell informed that we will be looking into the survey results 
and find ways of improving it. 

➢ Decision has been made later to conduct an internal survey for 
patients who come to the surgery for at least a period of a month 
on the questions where we are low on and to get a true picture of 
the result. 

➢ Members commended on how good our surgery is and one of the 
members who is also a translator and goes around to all the other 
surgeries in Newham commented that she truly believes this is one 
of the best surgeries in Newham, she waits at some surgeries for 
around 20 minutes to be served.   

➢  
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